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1 | AN INTRODUCTION TO AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONALISM

CHECKLIST FOR CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
1) Identify the power(s) that might be invoked to support the law 
2) Describe the ambit of the power(s) by reference to the relevant case law 
3) Characterise the law — consider what rights, duties, obligations, privileges or immunities the law 

creates, affects or destroys — and whether those rights etc are sufficiently connected to, and/or 
reasonably appropriate and adapted to the power(s) invoked to support them 

4) Reach a conclusion as to the validity of the law (a preliminary conclusion if the problem also raises ins 
about the applicability of prohibitions or limitations on power) 

5) Identify the prohibitions or limitations that might be invoked to strike down the Cth law 
6) Describe the ambit of those prohibitions or limitations b reference to the relevant case law 
7) Characterise the law to consider whether it is struck down by the prohibitions or limitations (i.e. interpret 

the law and apply the relevant testS) 
8) Reach a conclusion as to the validity of the law 

AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONALISM 
The Australian Constitution is our fundamental law. It is the primary source of public power in Australia. It 
also distributes this power between the different arms and levels of government. In this way, public power is 
controlled and limited by law and democratic government. In addition, the High Court, through its power of 
judicial review, ensures that government action is sanctioned by the Constitution. It is the point where law 
and politics collide. Thus, reviewing the constitutionality of government action will also involve more than 
strict legal analysis. To this end, the successful study of constitutional law requires a student to grasp a 
combination of historical, legal, political, social and even economic factors that characterise constitutional 
law issues and their resolution. 
- Constitutional law defines the institutions of Government, assigns them to areas of operation and sets 

limits on their functions 
- it is the most important and fundamental legal document we have as it is the supreme law of our nation 

state 
- it is regarded and thought of as an organic document as it is superior to both Commonwealth and State 

laws 

Basic structure
- it has a preamble which identifies Australia as having a federal system and as a constitutional monarchy 
- we have 9 covering clauses with the 9th being our Constitution

SOURCES OF AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
- Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901 (UK) 
- Constitution Act 1975 (Vic) 
- Statute of Westminster 1931 (UK), Statute of Westminster Adoption Act 1942 (Cth) 
- Australian acts / Associated acts / Prerogative instruments 
- Constitutional conventions / Judicial decisions 
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HISTORY — COLONIAL PERIOD 1788-1900
Overview
Constitutional history begins in 1788 
- Australia declared terra nullius — 

- no indigenous constitutional history 
- no recognition of aboriginal government or prior sovereignty (cf NZ & Sth Africa) 

Terra nullius (contra Mabo (No. 2) [1992]) 
- reception of English law (both statute and common law and English constitutional law) to extent applicable in the 

Australian colonies. 
- until 1828 date of reception of English law determined by common law 
- Australian Courts Act 1828 (Imp) 

- deemed date of reception of English law 
- confirmation of power of imperial Parliament to enact legislation for Australia 

1788-1850s 
- 1788-1850s to 1890s evolution from penal settlement and executive government to responsible government and 

parliamentary democracy based on British system e.g.  
- NSW Act 1823 (Imp) re Legislative Council 
- 1855 ‘responsible government’ established in NSW, Vic & Tas 

- modelled on Westminster system (UK) 
- ‘bicameral’ legislature 

- Australian Constitutions Act (No. 2) 1850 (Imp) 

Victoria separated in 1851 
- ‘bicameral’ Victorian parliament in 1855 
- pass of Constitution Act 1855 (Imp) (formed basis of Victorian Constitution until 1975) 
- peaceful change facilitated by British Government — experience of US Revolution in 1770s 
- plenary ‘sovereign’ Parliaments: R v Burah (1878) 3 App Case 889 

- plenary powers of legislation, as large, and of the same nature, as those of the Imperial Parliament itself’ 

Parliaments can enact legislation on any topic: 
- not constrained by entrenched rights 
- override common law 
- executive government beholden to parliament (responsible government) 
But subject to four fetters — 

FOUR FETTERS
1) Doctrine of Repugnancy 

- laws could not be repugnant to English law 
- Colonial Laws Validity Act: abolished doctrine of repugnancy with 1 condition: UK law not expressly or 

by necessary intendment to apply in Australia 
- narrowed concept of repugnancy to statute law only and only if ‘extended’ to colonies 
- note: inconsistency & Boothby (SA, 1853-67) on grounds ‘inconsistent with laws of England’: Colonial Laws Validity 

Act 1865 (Imp)                                                                                                                                                        (cont’d next page) 
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2) Territoriality i.e. laws could not extend past their boundaries 
- could only pass laws for the ‘peace, order and good government’ of the colony (cf UK Parliament) 

3) Disallowance by Monarch (cf royal assent) 
- monarch could disallow any law 

- legislation passed by both houses, then presented to local governor for governor’s assent 
- British had power to disallow legislation, regardless of being passed by both houses and 

assented to by local government 
- note: s 59 providing that this is still technically possible but it has been understood as practically 

unusable (since latter part of 19th century)  

4) Reservation for assent by Monarch 
- certain types of legislation couldn’t be assented to by local government — had to be by Monarch 
- Monarch acting on advice by minsters in UK, not from local government where law relative 

Note: still exists in s 60 but has similar status as s 59 (i.e. barely used) 

HISTORY — COLONIAL PERIOD: TOWARDS FEDERATION 1880s & 1890s
- political movement favouring uniting of colonies and national government for Australian continent 
- Tenterfield Oration of 1889 by Henry Parkes and 1890 Colonial Conference 
- led to drafting of first constitution 

Reasons for national constitution — 
- defence 

- British concerned about ability of various colonial resources to defend large land-mass of Australia 
in event of an attack by another European great power 

- economic (e.g. s 92 ‘trade, commerce and intercourse between states shall be absolutely free’) 
- wide thought that Australia should become one nation to increase success of economy etc 

- idealism (e.g. Henry Lawson, Australian impressionism) 
- distinct Australian national identity (rather than just English) 
- development of Australian voice, impressionism 

- racism & ‘White Australia’ policy 
- perception of the ‘white race’ — people believed Australia should be maintained for the ‘white race’ 

— necessary to create Australia as a colony to restrict non-whites from entering etc — Australia had 
to be preserved for the ‘white race’ 

Note: ’Founding fathers’
- Henry Parkes 
- Alfred Deakin (1st Cth Attorney-General and 2nd Prime Minister) 
- Samuel Griffiths (drafter of 1st draft; 1st Chief Justice, pro states) 
- Andrew Inglis Clark (favoured US Bill of Rights) 
- Edmund Barton (1st PM, 1st High Court) 
- Isaac Isaacs (Cth A-G, CJ, Governor-General, centralist) 
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Constitutional conventions
- first convention: Sydney 1891 
- second convention: first session, Adelaide (1897); 2nd session Sydney (1897) & 3rd session, Melbourne 

(1898) 
- most states elected delegates to attend the convention 
- note exclusion of — 

- working class / Labor Movement 
- non protestants 
- Aboriginals or non-white people 
- women 

- plebiscites 1899 & 1900 (WA)  
- negotiations with British & Passage of Commonwealth of Australia Constitutional Act 1900 (Imp) on 9th 

July 1900 

HISTORY — FEDERATION 1901
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (Imp): preamble + nine sections ‘covering 
clauses’ (covering clause 9 = Australian Constitution) 

8 Chapters —
I. ‘The Legislature’ 

- s 51 re legislative power of Cth Parliament 
- ‘heads of power’ (placitum/placita) 
- ‘subject to Constitution’ 
- with respect to (‘characterisation’) 
- concurrent (cf s 52) 

- contrast with State legislative power (‘plenary’) & Canada 
II. ‘The Executive’ 
III. ‘The Judicature’ 
IV. ‘Finance and Trade’ (inc s 92)  
V. ‘The States’ 

- preservation of state Constitutions: s 106 
- state legislative power: s 107 
- inconsistency: s 109 

VI. ‘New States’ 
VII. ‘Miscellaneous’ 
VIII. Chapter 8 (Section 128) 

- entrenched constitution — cannot be amended by ordinary legislation 
- referendum and ‘double majority’ 

- majority of electors in majority of states (i.e. 51%* and 4/6 states) 
- frozen continent (Geoff Sawer) — only 8/44 referendums successful; 

- cf Constitution Act 1975 (Vic) 
- basis for ‘popular sovereignty’ argument — idea that Australian people now control the constitution 

and give it its ultimate authority: re s 128 
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